Through the Dark of the Moon
Let’s explore the Moon’s journey from the Leo New Moon on August 17th to the Virgo New Moon on
September 15th.
The New Moon in Leo came with a sense of elation unlike anything I have felt. A pulse of energy
seemed to come through there that many of my clients commented on. It was a gift from the Galactic
Center – the Spirit of Fire touching all of us to let us know what is possible.
However, since then, people have been noticing a heightened level of intensity in their relationships, a
sort of edginess to conversations that sends the more gentle souls into retreat or defense modes.
What is coming up and out of this period of time is a quintessential expression of the 2012 awakening.
The feelings around that Leo New Moon were meant to show us all what life CAN be like, while since
then what we are feeling is pointing out to us exactly where to look inside to find whatever it is that
keeps us from that.
As many of you know, I am constantly communicating that the purpose of this shift is embodiment –
coming fully IN to the body rather than mentally escaping out of it.
Your body contains within it not only your truth-sensing faculty but also all of your karmic reactivity.
So what is true is something you intuitively know as a feeling in your gut. And, what keeps you from
believing that or acting on it, is felt as the sensation of karma, which masks your truth sense.
You’ll notice that in both cases, what you are looking for is a sensation. The body is a sense organ
comprised of different kinds of receptors. All of the information that it communicates is sensory. And
you chose to be in a body specifically to learn to celebrate all of the sensory information you receive
from your body, for it is a gift.
And this month, from August 17th to September 15th, we are being shown (at levels more subtle than
many will notice) how to transmute the experience of joy in embodiment into a sense of service to the
Earth.
In the future, we will realize that inhabiting a body is done for the purpose of transmitting Love to the
Earth. We are Her nerve endings. She feels your pain and confusion, and your ecstasy.
That’s the 2012 awakening. Embodiment – or incarnation – serves the Earth.
Each New Moon, there is an energy of unrealized potential that each of us can work with to help us
become better acquainted with Life. That Leo New Moon offered the frequency of inner fire, the
indomitable life force that pushes grass through the cracks in the sidewalk, that pushes you out of
desperate addictions (which often show up as a willingness to stay in a bland, conformist track).
What then happens is that that New Moon potential enters in to the Earth realm, through you, if you
choose to nurture it through its growth-cycle. For it is the case that energy awareness grows just as
plants grow, and needs care in just the same way.
So from that impulse of delight in knowing the eternal flame that we all experienced August 17th and
18th, the journey into the body took on the root chakra energy of the Half Moon Waxing on August
24th. That energy had to do with a certain sort of skepticism in our willingness to connect with others.
Many an arched eyebrow was raised. This is because the potential of that New Moon was something so
much greater than we have yet been willing to see in others.
It is your willingness to allow others their own journey, their own potential, that reveals to you your
own journey.

As I write this, we are headed to the Full Moon, a Blue Moon in fact, which occurs at 6:59 AM Pacific
Time on the morning of August 31st.
The Full Moon energy is given as an opportunity to become aware of, without filtering it, the energy of
the collective field around you. Each of us is emanating a frequency at all times – in essence, we are all
praying for more of whatever it is we are feeling.
The Full Moon is the time for recognizing each other’s frequencies. For it is the case that all living
beings on the Earth together are emanating a frequency, which the Universe is matching.
Only to humans is it given to recognize this and to grow through life towards a mightier resonance than
we came in with. All other living creatures are bound in their forms and fates, and yet are able to
witness us in our growth struggle as a reflection of their own.
This Full Moon is happening with the Moon, who pulls on our fluids to help us know ourselves,
working in the sign of Pisces with Alpha Omega and Neptune.
This is a time for sensing our connection to totality, for witnessing that we are witnessed, for sensing
the hope and despair all other living things feel in knowing us. It is the peak moment in the 2012
Awakening, though one which will only later be recognized as such.
From this Full Moon to the Half Waning Moon on September 8th, we experience the ripening of our
wisdom of this journey. The potential expressed at the New Moon has taken root, has grown into the
shimmering and dangerous light, and is now heading towards it’s flowering in our hearts.
Between August 31st and September 8th, I encourage you to pay special attention to your inner
knowing on September 6th at around 7 PM Pacific Time. This is a point in the journey when you will
be able to access a cellular memory of all you have known through many lifetimes. The memory of
celebration, of connection, of beauty is especially available then. Every atom in your body was born in
the heart of a star. May this time help you remember not just that, but the solemn flowing of time that
has brought each iota together just as it is.
For each month, and every lifetime, we are given the chance to dance on the spiral instead of the wheel.
The gifts of wisdom you receive during the Half Waning are given for you, in your special
incarnational status, to carry through the dark of the Moon. This is the crossing which only humans can
make.
This crossing is made by those who choose to love their fate, in the way Nietzche meant. It is made by
those who choose to remember that we are human, and that as we grow, so does humanity.
We are the sense organs of this Earth. We are its emanation. As we despair, so does She. As we Love,
so does She. It is ours to take the steps that no others can take.
May you know now that your hope is Her hope. As you choose to hope, so all living creatures are given
hope. We are crossing the river, even now. Hold your head high, as you take these impossible steps.
I am honored to share this with you. At this second it is August 30th, 2012, at 9:20 AM Pacific Time.
May we look within, to find each other.
With Love, Jon

